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Abbreviations used 

• CTO  Cancelled to Order 

• FDC  First Day Cover 

• fu  Fine Used 

• vfu  Very Fine Used 

• mm  Mounted Mint 

• vlmm  Very Lightly Mounted Mint 

• um  Unmounted Mint 

• m/u    Mint and Used 

• PTS  Priced to Sell 

• SG  Stanley Gibbons (Catalogue number) 

• SC  Stockcard 

• VGC  Very Good Condition 
• wmk  Watermark 

LEISTON & DISTRICT PHILATELIC SOCIETY 
 

SOCIETY AUCTION No 84 
 

22nd NOVEMBER 2023 
BIDS TO BE RECEIVED BY 3pm AT THE LATEST 

 
- FEATURES - 

• Interesting WW1 & Railway Cinderella Material 

• 1960’s & 70’s GB Colour Plate Blocks & Complete Sheets 

• WW2 RAF in India Censored Mail 
 

Descriptions of lots are those supplied by the society/vendors. 
Tied postal/telephone bids - the first received will have preference. 

Prices quoted in the list are reserves and will not be sold lower.                                                                                                  
 

Bidding steps are -  
£1 to £5 = 20p, £5 to £10 = 50p, £10 to £30 = £1 

£30 to £50 =£2, over £50 at auctioneers discretion. 
 

VIEWING 
For lots with a ‘*’ there is a scan. I can scan/email certain lots, please ask. 

 
POSTING 

Most lots have been selected to be posted using normal or large letter mail. 
Lots will be posted on receipt of payment, postage charged at cost. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

bids - after 6 p.m. or by email to - 
Andy Soutar on 01394 460901 & andy.soutar@btinternet.com 

By post using the enclosed bid form to Andy Soutar 

1 Whitfield King  green 1946 catalogue with Br. Empire & Foreign supplements, in good condition  £1 

2 Albums  2 small albums with nothing after 1940’s, inc a few mint KG6 and some other decent noted £1 

3 Philatelic items  a 1943 ‘Reliant’ catalogue & a ‘Little Book on Stamps’, “turn back time” if only!! £1 

4 Albums  2 x vintage albums, picked but a few decent stamps noted inc Aus States and early Russia £2 

5 Albums  2 x with nothing post 1940’s inc mint GB & Germany, few stuck to page can remove with care  £2 

6 Album  red springback album with a mix of Europe, Mid East & USA, noted 2 x QV ½d SG48 used, one is 
plate 8 and cat £120 & few QV & KE7 official/Parcel overprints, worth checking out 

£8 

7 World  packet of off paper stamps, m/u, many 100’s with nothing after 1950 £1 

 The following 18 lots of Cinderella & Railway stamps are in mixed condition with or without gum  

8 GB Cinderella  SC with ½d - 6d (7) 1897 QV Diamond Jubilee, 2 x Lloyd’s 1924 Exhibition, a 1916 ‘War 
Fund’ & and unusual red one penny ‘Shakespeare’ anniversary stamp, all mint/unused 

£2 

9 GB Cinderella  SC with 8 x 1915 ‘St. Dunstans’ (for WW1 blind) stamps, mint £2 

10 
* 

GB Cinderella  SC with a large (48 x 68mm) 1914 N. Ireland ‘We Will Not Have Home Rule’ propaganda 
stamp that features Edward Carson (MP), I found another listed on eBay for £120! Mint (see scan) 

£10 

11 GB Cinderella  SC with 12 stamps titled ‘Union for Philanthropic Philately’, 3 feature KG5 & Queen Mary 
(creased) and others Nelson, Wellington & others famous people, very unusual, all mint  

£2 

12 GB Railway Stamps  SC with ‘North Eastern Railway’ stamps, all 50 x 65mm, red 1d, 2d x 2, 4d x 2 & 
black 3lb, 6lb & 24lb all with ‘Local’ overprint in red, mixed condition but maybe scarce? 

£5 

13 GB Railway Stamps  SC with blue ‘Manchester/Sheffield/Lincolnshire Railway’ stamps, ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d 
(badly torn), 4d & 6d x2, most have faults  

£5 

14 GB Railway Stamps  SC with ‘Great Eastern Railway’ stamps, brown 1d & 4d parcel service and ½d, 1d 
(corner damage) & 2d newspaper stamps used 

£4 

15 GB Railway Stamps  SC with ‘London N W Railway’ 4 different & ‘Great Western Railway’ 1d, 2d, 3d & 
4d newspaper/parcel stamps, all used with some faults 

£4 

16 * GB Railway Stamps  SC with a mix of 18 different stamps 10 different railway companies, most ok (scan) £8 

17 Queensland Government Railway  SC with 1d, 3d & 6d railway stamps, used in decent condition £5 

18 India Cinderella  SC 3 WW1 stamps, ½a ‘Madras War Fund’ & 2 x Bombay ‘War Relief’ stamps, mm £3 

19 Commonwealth Cinderella  SC with New Zealand 2 x 1906-7 ‘Int Ex Christchurch’ stamps, a New           
Brunswick 1904 Ter Cent (damaged) & green ZAR 1898 25th Ann stamp nice Pretoria cancel 

£3 

20 
* 

Belgium Cinderella  SC with 5 x WW1 related, a 1905 blue ‘Liege Ex’ (nice stamp) & a tall ‘Art Deco’ 
design for 1922 ‘Musees Royaux’ in Bruxelles, interesting selection (see scan) 

£3 

21 Belgium Cinderella  1897 ‘Bruxelles Exposition’, 8 stamps horizontal & 6 stamps vertical, mint with the 
odd fault but attractive 

£3 

22 France Cinderella  large SC with 44 stamps for the 1900 ‘Paris Exposition’, a very nice selection, mint £10 

23 France Cinderella  SC with 19 x WW1 ‘Red Cross stamps features mostly military people inc Joffe & 
Petain, a nice mint selection, one is used 

£8 

24 France Cinderella  SC with 15 stamps relating to WW1 + 5 others, inc ‘Verdun’ & ‘Dardenelles’, some 
nice designs with the odd fault, also inc 2 x ‘Sower’ in advertising frame used in 1907 & 1913 

£10 

25 Cinderella Mix  packet with balance of Cinderella (few revenues) stamps, 50+ in mixed condition £3 

26 Cigarette Cards  about 200 cards, mixed condition inc Players, Wills & few others. Inc unusual Players 
butterfly cards x 35 (from set of 50) that are also transfers! Various subjects covered. Go on! Branch out! 

£1 



27 GB  1958 3d Wilding, SG75, bottom RH corner block 20, um, with a major purple ink fault in RH margin £5 

28 GB  1959-68 2s6d castle, SG595a, in an um sheet of 40, BW printing plate no ‘9A’, nice item, cat £14 £5 

29 GB  1959 4½d Wilding SG577 in a complete sheet of 240, has variety ‘Phantom Frame’ SG577EA at 
bottom RH corner, variety cat £100, sheet is folded but in lovely condition 

£25 

 THESE LOTS ARE IN VARIOUS SIZE CORNER BLOCKS WITH COLOUR PLATE NUMBERS - UM  

30 GB  1962 ‘National Productivity Year’, 2½d, 3d blocks 4 & 1s3d in pair, with marginal plate nos £2 

31 GB  1963  ‘FFH’ 2½d in block of 4 & 1s3d in pair, with marginal plate nos £1 

32 GB  1964 ‘Shakespeare’ 3d block 6, 6d strip 3, 1s3d & 1s6d in pairs, with marginal plate nos £1 

33 GB  1964 ‘Botanical Congress’ 3d & 6d blocks of 4, 9d & 1s3d in pairs, with marginal plate nos £1 

34 GB  1965 ‘Churchill’ 4d in block of 6 & 1s3d in pair, with marginal plate nos £1 

35 GB  1965 ‘700th Parliament’ 6d in block of 4 with marginal plate nos & 2s6d a bottom marginal stamp £1 

36 GB  1965 ‘Salvation Army’ 3d in block of 6 & 1s6d in strip of 3, with marginal plate nos £1 

37 GB  1965 ‘Lister’ 4d in strip of 3 & 1s in pair, with marginal plate nos £1 

38 GB  1965 ‘Commonwealth Arts’ 6d & 1s6d in pairs, with marginal plate nos £1 

39 GB  1965 ‘Battle of Britain’ 4d block of 6, 9d & 1s6d in pairs, with marginal plate nos £1 

40 GB  1965 ‘GPO Tower’ 3d in block of 4 & 1s3d in pair, with marginal plate nos £1 

41 GB  1956 ‘20th UNO’ 3d in block of 4 & 1s6d in pair, with marginal plate nos £1 

42 GB  1965 ‘Int Tele Com Cent’ 9d in strip of 3 & 1s6d in pair, with marginal plate nos £1 

43 GB  1966 ‘Burns Com’ 4d in block of 6 & 1s6d in pair, with marginal plate nos £1 

44 GB  1966 ‘900th Westminster’ 3d in block of 6 with marginal plate nos & 2s6d in a pair with plate ‘1’ £1.50 

45 GB  1966 ‘Landscapes’ 4d, 6d, 1s3d & 1s6d in blocks of 6, with marginal plate nos £1 

46 GB  1966 ‘World Cup’ 4d in block of 9, 6d & 1s6d in blocks of 6, with marginal plate nos  £2 

47 GB  1966 ‘Birds’ 2 sets in block of 8, with marginal plate nos £2 

48 GB  1966 ‘Hastings’ 6d in block of 8 & 1s3d in strip of 3, with marginal plate nos £1 

49 GB  1967 ‘EFTA’ 9d & 1s6d in blocks of 4, with marginal plate nos £1 

50 GB  1967 ‘Flowers’ 9d & 1s9d in blocks of 4, with marginal plate nos £1 

51 GB  1969 ‘Concorde’ 4d, 9d & 1s6d in blocks of 6, with marginal plate nos also in traffic light blocks  £2 

52 GB  1969 ‘Anniversaries 2’ 5d, 9d, 1s in blocks of 6, 1s6d in block 8, with marginal plate nos and 1s9d in 
block of 6 with traffic lights 

£2 

53 GB  1969 ‘PO Tech Com’ 5d, 9d, 1s & 1s6d in blocks of 4, with marginal plate nos £1 

54 GB  1970 ‘Rural Arch’ 5d in block of 8, 9d, 1s & 1s6d in blocks of 6, with marginal plate nos £1 

 THESE LOTS ARE VARIOUS SIZE COMPLETE/PART SHEETS ALL ARE FOLDED & UM  

55 GB  1966 ‘900th Westminster’ 2s6d in a complete sheet of 40 stamps, plate ‘1’ £5 

56 GB  1966 ‘900th Westminster’ 2s6d in a complete sheet of 40 stamps, plate ‘1’ (similar item to above) £5 

57 GB  1966 ‘Landscapes’ 4d from bottom half of sheet, 60 stamps with marginal plate nos & traffic lights £3 

58 GB  1966 ‘World Cup’ 6d from bottom half of sheet, 60 stamps with marginal plate nos & traffic lights £3 

59 GB  1966 ‘World Cup’ 6d block of 20 from top RH of sheet & 1s3d in a block of 40 £3 

60 GB  1966 ‘Birds’ complete sheet of 120 stamps (30 sets), splitting across centre of sheet but just holding! £3 

61 GB  1966 ‘England Winners’ in a bottom RH corner block of 30 £2 

62 GB  1966 ‘British Technology’ 4d in a bottom half sheet of 60 & 6d, 1s3d & 1s6d in corner blocks of 30 £3 

63 GB  1966 ‘Hastings’ 4d values (6 stamps in strips across sheet) in a complete sheet of 120 £5 

64 GB  1966 ‘Hastings’ 6d value in a complete sheet of 60 £3 

65 GB  1966 ‘Hastings’ 1s3d in a complete sheet of 60, row 7 stamp 4 is variety ‘club flaw’ SG 712b cat £28 £6 

66 GB  1966 ‘Christmas’ 3d & 1s6d in complete sheets of 80 £3 

67 GB  1967 ‘Paintings’ 9d & 1s6d (major splitting) in complete sheets of 60 with 4d in a block of 4 £3 

68 GB  1967 ‘Chichcester’ 1s9d in a complete sheet of 120 £3 

69 GB  1967 ‘Christmas Paintings’ 3d & 4d in complete sheets of 120 & 1s6d in sheet of 60 £5 

70 GB  1968 ‘Bridges’ 1s9d value in a complete sheet of 120 £2 

71 GB  1968 ‘Anniversaries’ 4d, 9d, 1s & 1s9d all in complete sheets of 120 £5 

72 GB  1968 ‘Paintings 2’ 4d, 1s, 1s6d & 1s9d all in complete sheets of 60 £3 

73 GB  1968 ‘Paintings 2’ 4d, 1s, 1s6d & 1s9d all in complete sheets of 60 (similar item to above) £3 

74 GB  1969 ‘British Ships’ in complete sheets 5d in 72, the 3 x 9d in 120 & 2 x 1s in 80 (damage at top) £5 

75 GB  1969 ‘Concorde’ 4d, 9d & 1s6d all in complete sheets of 120 £8 

76 GB  1969 ‘Anniversaries 2’ 5d, 9d & 1s6d in bot LH corners of 30 & 1s9d in complete sheet of 120 £3 

77 GB  1969 ‘British Architecture’ 5d values in complete sheet of 72, 9d & 1s6d in half sheets of 60 £5 

78 GB  1969 ‘Invest of Prince Wales’ 5d values in sheet of 72, 9d & 1s in sheets 60 some splitting & damage £1 

79 GB  1969 ‘Gandhi’ 1s6d in complete sheet of 120, stamp 3 on row 20 has ‘tooth’ flaw SG807a cat £35 £5 

80 GB  1969 ‘Gandhi’ 1s6d in complete sheet of 120, stamp 3 on row 20 has ‘tooth’ flaw SG807a cat £35 £5 

81 GB  1969 ‘PO Tech Com’ 5d, 9d, 1s & 1s6d in LH margin blocks of 60 + presentation pack £4 

82 GB  1969 ‘Christmas’ 4d in complete sheet of 72, 5d & 1s6d in complete sheets of 120 £3 

  END OF SHEETS  

83 GB  1966 ‘Hastings’ long GPO FDC with full set, typed address in VGC £1 

84 
* 

GB  1966 ‘Hastings’ 3 x 4d values in a bottom LH corner block of 12 with a dramatic 4mm shift up of the 
blue ink, the blue plate number ‘1 H’ is also raised, green ink also raised up a bit, spectacular colour shift  

£25 

85 
* 

GB  1966 ‘Hastings’ 3 x 4d values in a LH margin block of 12 & the other 4d values in a RH margin block 
of 6 all showing the 4mm shift up of the blue ink with green also up a bit (on all 6 4d stamps) (see scan) 

£25 



86 GB  1988 ‘Castle’ definitive high values, £1, £1.50, £2 & £5, SG1410-13 um in Bureau packet, cat £35 £8 

87 GB  1980 special cover produced for the 70th birthday of Sir Peter Pears, signed by Sir Peter & a 13½p 
stamp issue of ‘Royal Opera House’ and a Aldeburgh postmark with ‘Snape Maltings’, tiny address label 

£5 

88 GB  1st class booklet issued for London 2020 in March with 6 x 1st class ‘Penny Black’ stamps, face £6+ £5 

89 Denmark   green ‘New Age’ album with a 1938 to 1982 used collection mounted on Schaubek pages, a 
few picked but still nice selection left inc some sets, ideal for expansion 

£20 

90 Finland  1952 Olympics, picture PC of the stadium posted to UK on 3rd August (last day of games) with 
a special postmark ‘Helsinki/XV Olympia’ cancelling green 15+2 Olympic stamp issue, nice item 

£2 

91 Rhodesia & Nyasaland  QE2 1d, SG2, 8 x um stamps top RH corner singles with sheet nos, also 1d 
SG19 x 2 with sheet nos + 2½d, 3d & 4d, SG21, 22 & 23 um with other plate & sheet numbers, cat £14 

£4 

92 
* 

Zanzibar  1913 50 rupee SG260e. Used with a strange postmark that might not Zanzibar. Used cat value 
is £1400! As the status of the postmark is unknown a low reserve. However a scarce stamp (see scan) 

£50 

93 GB  presentation packs 1967-1969 x 9 £10 

94 GB  presentation packs 1969-1970 x 8 £7 

95 GB  presentation packs 1971-1972 x 10 £7 

96 GB  presentation packs 1973-1974 x 13 £7 

97 GB  presentation packs 1975-1977 x 14 £7 

98 Netherlands  FDC x 50 from the 1970’s & 1980’s, in clean condition, stamps with a good cat value £3 

99 Netherlands  FDC x 50 from the 1980’s & 1990’s, in clean condition, stamps with a good cat value £3 

100 Picture Postcards  x 75 sent from around the world mostly to same address from 1950 to 80’s, colourful £3 

101 Club Books  x 20 Australia, all circulated and priced to sell for £400+, some decent left £6 

102 Club Books  x 22 British Commonwealth, all circulated and priced to sell for £300, some decent left £4 

103 Club Books  x 21 Foreign, all circulated and priced to sell at £600+, some decent left £8 

104 Club Books  x 15 Foreign, all circulated and priced to sell at £500+, some decent left £7 

105 Club Books  x 21 GB, all circulated and priced to sell at £250+, some decent left  £4 

106 GB FDC’s  x 25 between 1978 and 1999, in VGC £2 

107 Austria  in 2 x Davo albums for 1945-2001 with hingeless mounts, contains a vfu collection, albums in 
VGC and would cost a lot when new! 

£120 

108 Canada  in 2 x SG albums with many 100’s used stamps £100 

109 Germany  in 2 x Davo albums with hingeless mounts for years 1990-1999 & 2000-2003, lots of good um 
stamps including decent miniature sheets, the albums in VGC & probably worth the estimate alone!  

£100 

110 Greece  collection on 30+ album pages, m/u from early to 1970’s, some nice stamps & good to build on £10 

111 Hungary  many 100’s of off paper stamps in an ‘Ecco’ shoe box £2 

112 GB Catalogue  Stanley Gibbons ‘Concise’ 2022 issue, VGC, only front page a bit ‘dog eared’  £5 

113 Samoa  a blue ring binder with printed pages in 50+ pockets from 1886-1985, inc many good stamps, m/
u, also extra hagners and album pages with more stamps, a lovely collection ripe for expansion 

£40 

114 Glory Box  a Pandora’s box of stamp stuff to get lost in, much cheaper than going down the pub! £3 

115 Glory Box  an Aladdin's cave (box) with much to rub! Ideal for a winters rummage, its magic! £3 

116 Glory Box  containing a mix of allsorts of philatelic items, dive in to find hidden gems - maybe! £3 

 NEXT 15 LOTS ARE RAF WW2 CENSOR MAIL FROM INDIA/CEYLON, RAF PMK’S & SOME STAMPS   

117 RAF  1942 - 3 x OAS covers, 2 to UK (8a in stamps) & 1 in India with earlier censor marks, good con  £3 

118 RAF  1944 - 3 x 2d orange KG6 PS postcards to Edinburgh ‘Lady Provost’s Comfort Fund’, with various 
censor markings and messages thanking for parcels received 

£3 

119 RAF  1944-45 - 3 x censored covers, 1 to UK, 2 to Calcutta (one is a 1½a PS envelope), all opened & 
resealed with a PC.90 seal, good con 

£3 

120 RAF  1944 OAS cover to Bombay with ‘RAF censor 255’, triangle ‘Field censor’ & ‘Bombay GPO due’ 
HS crossed out in red ink, good con 

£1 

121 
* 

RAF  1944-45 - 8 x OAS covers with ‘Field censor’ in triangle, posted within India, most also have ‘RAF’ 
censor HS, stampless except one with 2a stamp, all in good con (see scan) 

£4 

122 RAF  1944-45 - 7 x OAS stampless covers posted within India, all have an octagonal censor mark with a 
letter and number, most also with ‘RAF’ censor and ‘RAF’ postmarks, all in good con 

£4 

123 RAF  1944-45 - 8 x OAS covers posted within India, one with 2a stamp, all with  ‘RAF’ censor & ‘RAF’ 
postmarks, in good con 

£4 

124 RAF  1944-45 - 7 x OAS covers posted within India, one with 2 x 1a stamps, all have purple ink circular 
‘Unit censor’ numbered marks, in good con 

£4 

125 RAF  1944-45 - 12 x OAS printed ‘green envelopes’ to UK, most with stamps and by airmail, some with 
‘RAF’ censor, the odd ‘ragged opening’ but most in good con 

£5 

126 RAF  1944-45 - an OAS ‘green envelope’ to Bombay, 2a stamp and ‘RAF’ censor, good con £1 

127 RAF  1944-45 - an ‘Active Service/RAF Privilege Envelope’ to Calcutta, ‘RAF’ censor & Pmk, no stamp £1 

128 RAF  1944-45 - 7 x OAS covers to UK with ‘RAF’ censor & postmarks, no stamps, in good con £4 

129 RAF  post war - 6 x covers, some with ‘Forces mail’, 4 to UK 2 within India, ‘RAF’ postmarks, no stamps 
or censor markings, sent after the end of the war, in good con 

£2 

130 RAF  15 x covers with various censor marks, postmarks and stamps, mixed condition but still interesting £3 

131 RAF Ceylon  5 x OAS covers WW2  to UK, no dates as dumb purple ‘RAF Base PO Ceylon’ used, all 
have ‘RAF’ censor marks, 4 with a KG6 50c stamp (same address), one has KG6 1r stamp, in good con 

£5 

132 1977 Silver Jubilee  in small blue loose leaf album, 42 pages of sets/miniature sheets, looks um, might be 
complete for Commonwealth countries, few empty pages at back, nice collection 

£5 

133 GB, GB Islands & Eire  blue loose leaf folder, mostly used with GB Machins most identified by SG ‘X’ 
numbers and might inc some better, lots of stamps, worth checking out 

£4 

134 World  nice SG ‘Worldex’ loose leaf album, a few modern issues, many unused pages waiting to be filled £4 

135 Glory Bag  a plastic bag with many small packets of stamps, not checked so could contain anything! £3 

136 Stockbooks  red 8 page SB (10 x 7) in good condition with a few stamps & an older grey SB £2 

137 Zimbabwe  FDC for 18th April 1980, set of 15 - minerals/animals & water falls, clean and attractive £2 

138 Stockbook  small blue SB, with Gibraltar 1982 aircraft £1, £5 & others vlmm, 9 x IOM booklets + more £5 

139 GB  collection in a blue loose leaf folder from QV to 1992, lots of used stamps, worth checking out £4 

140 GB  in a small ‘Netto’ SB inc many um inc some useful for postage & a few Guernsey & Jersey £4 

141 Postage Due  small 1952 cover from Germany to GB used with 2 x 10pf ‘700th year of Lubeck Church’ 
issue SG1065 cat £160 used, under paid with ‘2½’ handstamp & ½d & 2d GB postage dues, flap missing 

£10 

142 How not to mount!  2 x old albums, some stamps ‘sellotaped in’ but might be something salvageable! £1 

143 A to C  countries in a red ring binder with mostly used collection, lots of stamps and decent China noticed £4 



144 D to G  countries in a red ring binder with mostly used collection, lots of stamps  £3 

145 H to K  countries in a red ring binder with mostly used collection, lots of stamps  £4 

146 L to O  countries in a red ring binder with mostly used collection, lots of stamps  £4 

147 P to R  countries in a red ring binder with mostly used collection, lots of stamps  £3 

148 S only  countries in a red ring binder with mostly used collection, lots of stamps  £3 

149 T to Z  countries in a red ring binder with mostly used collection, lots of stamps  £3 

150 GB  3 x ‘3 Kings’ covers to a London address 12th May 1937, different stamps pay a 3d rate, odd tone £2 

151 GB  ‘England Winners’ illustrated FDC with 4d stamp & special pmk for 18th August 1966, Philatelic 
Bureau did not service FDC’s so a ‘Harrow and Wembley’ special FDI pmk was used 

£2 

152 GB  1948 ‘Silver Wedding’ 2½d, SG491, in a top RH marginal um block of 30, ‘158556’ in margin £3 

153 GB  8 x ‘E’ stamps for Europe, um, still valid I believe, now costs £2.20! 5 comms & 3 defs, face £16+ £4 

154 Austria  SC with 29 early used stamps, not checked, could be some better, mein gott! £2 

155 British Honduras  QE2 1962 ‘Birds’ set of 12 to $5, SG202-13, um except for 50c, $1 & $2 mm, cat £95 £15 

156 Br Solomon Is  QE2 1956 part set (14) to 2/6d, SG82-93, um except 9d & 1/3d mm, cat £40+ £9 

157 Br Virgin Is  QE2 1956 part set (10) to 60c, SG149-58, um and cat £20 £4 

158 China  SG catalogue 1979, old but still very useful reference for this difficult area, in VGC £2 

159 Croatia  SC with 14 ‘Hrvatska’ stamps with ‘1874-1949 UPU’, prepared by Government in Exile, in 2 
designs, 6 x 10k values & 8 x 20k values, all different colours, not listed by SG, unusual! Look on eBay 

£3 

160 Cover Album  Stanley Gibbons new in its box a green with 35 single size pages (but double sided)  VGC £5 

161 Germany 1907 cover to Winch Bros, Colchester, with a 2 & 3 pf Germania stamps, clean £2 

162 Germany  SG catalogue 6th edition 2002, light collectors pencil marks but in VGC £1 

163 Gibraltar  1903 French postcard of Alger to Wales, 2 x QV ½d stamps cancelled with duplex ‘Gibraltar 
A26’ and on arrival at PortMadoc, in nice clean condition 

£4 

164 Grenada  SC with QV 1895 set of 8, ½d to 1s, mm, SG48-55, cat £120 £12 

165 Ifni  Spanish Colony 100+ on a stock page, mm/+ few um inc some sets, 1950-60’s & more on 6 album 
pages, some duplication but a colourful lot! 

£3 

166 Lebanon  2 SC’s with 70 stamps, m/u, from French period into 1970’s, most are overprints, some better £5 

167 Lebanon  1965 SC with birds & butterflies set of 16, fu, SG867-852, cat £26 a lovely set £4 

168 Leeward Islands  SC with QV 7 values ½d to 1s used, SG1-7, cat £75+ (the 1s is not faded) £12 

169 Luxembourg  1946 miniature sheet SGMS487a, National Stamp Exhibition, um, cat £16, nice item £4 

170 Mauritius  KG6 1950 part set (11) to 50c, SG276-86, um, cat £10 £3 

171 Montenegro  1896 ‘Bicentenary’ set of 12 to 2f in um vertical pairs, odd minor perf fault, nice item! £2 

172 Montserrat  KG6 1938 original perf 13 values to 2/6d (9), SG101-09, mm, high cat of £170+ £25 

173 Netherlands  packet with on and off paper mix, old to modern many 100’s, might fill a few gaps! £1 

174 New Zealand  4 stockcards with an all period mix, m/u, inc 1929 KG5 1½d perf 14 cat £40 + other useful £3 

175 Orange Free State  SC with 1882 3d on 4d opts used - SG38 (a), SG39 (b), SG40 (c) & SG41 (d) cat 
£100+ also telegraph stamps 1s SGT35 mm, 1d, 3d & 6d SGT142-4 mm, not often seen, by me anyway! 

£20 

176 Portuguese Colonies  packet with 120+ m/u inc Angola, Cape Verde, Mozambique, Nyassa etc £3 

177 Samoa  1983 aircraft miniature sheet with stamps showing Douglas DC-1 to DC-10, um, SGMS638 £1 

178 San Marino SC 1968 ‘Paolo Uccello’ set 4 um in large corner marginal, SG849-52 lovely recess printed! £1 

179 Sarawak  KG6 1950 $5 a nice vfu stamp, SG185, cat £21 * (see scan) £5 

180 Schleswig  1920 part set of 13 fu (no 75pf, 25pf mint & 5m unused) Flensburg CDS’s, SG1-10,11-14  £2 

181 South Africa  1933-48 the two 10s values in vfu blocks of four, both shades SG64c & 64ca, cat £34 £6 

182 Spain  SC with 42 different early used stamps inc imperforate, not checked, oh la la! £2 

183 Spain  SC with an interesting mix of 20 non-postal looking stamps inc 3 x ‘Iberia’ issues, m/u £2 

184 Spanish Colonies  inc Guinea, Fernando Poo, Rio Muni & Sahara 140+ on stock page, mm/+ few um inc 
some sets, 1950-60’s & more on 11 album pages, some duplication but a great start for a new collection 

£5 

186 USA  packet with approx 1500 stamps, mostly used, worth a rummage through £1 

185 Syrian Republic  100 mostly fu stamps on 6 album pages, clean lot with some better £5 

 FOLLOWING ARE 8 LEISTON PS OWNED LOTS - PLEASE BID GENEROUSLY  

187 Accessories  3 x empty ring binders, 2 x concertina type storage files (will take A4 sideways) & 10 x 
plastic pockets with a flap & popper 3 different sizes, in good condition & useful storage (buyer collects) 

£3 

188 Ascension  2 x SC with 22 KG6 mm values between ½d to 1s, various perfs, some duplication, cat £120+ £7 

189 Germany  a packet of mostly Berlin, many multiples and blocks, all look um, 100’s, better items? £4 

190 GB  pack of 50+ covers, mostly FDC, addressed & some duplication but worth looking through £2 

191 GB  GPO FDC x 6 for Machin issues, 2 pre-decimal 67 & 68 & 4 decimal, typed address, clean £1 

192 GB  1978 ‘British Architecture’ miniature sheets (1st ever!) x 6, um, SGMS1058 £1 

193 New Zealand  30+ covers, many to John Stevens, EA Auctions, Colchester (remember him?) from the 
1970’s & 80’s + few FDC, clean with variety of decent stamps 

£2 

194 New Zealand  4 presentation packs - 1984 ‘military history’, 1985 ‘vintage trams’ & NZ bridges and 
1986 scenic bays, all in VGC 

£3 

 THE FOLLOWING  59 LOTS KINDLY DONATED BY THE FAMILY OF RAY & SHEILA DEEKS  

195 GB  1821 (20 Sept) entitre London to Woodhamferrers, Essex with a black octagonal ‘7o’Clock/SP 
26/1821’mark on the back + another cancel, manuscript figures on front probably the rate, clean condition 

£2 

196 GB  1830 (9 Dec) entire London to Newport Pagnal, on back blue Maltese Cross with ‘LS’ & date, clean £2 

197 GB  1833 (31 Jan) outer wrapper London to Edinburgh, nice red Crown Circle with ‘Free’, with wax seal £2 

198 
* 

GB  1834 (10 Feb) outer wrapper London to Aberdeen, on front clear red ‘Paid’ in Maltese Cross & date, 
on back black circle arrival ‘Feb/12/1834’, lovely condition (see scan) 

£2 

199 GB  1836 (30 June) entire Edinburgh to Havre, France, manuscript rate marks, Calais transit & arrival  £2 

200 GB  1839 (11Oct) entire London to Edinburgh, red Maltese Cross ‘Paid’ & date, arrival Oct 13, VGC £2 

201 GB  1940 (18 Fe)  entire London to Bank of Scotland, red Tombstone cancel with ‘Paid’ & date, VGC £2 

202 GB  1865 (1 July) entire from Inland Revenue, Somerset House, PMK red ‘Official Paid’, text refers to a 
will, Biggleswade arrival mark, clean 

£2 

203 GB  1869 (2 Sept) blue ‘OHMS’ envelope to Tottenham re a Savings Bank Deposit, PMK’s on back in 
black SP 2 69 and arrival in red SP 3 69, unusual item 

£2 

204 GB  3 x Savings Bank Forms/Envelopes dated 1909 and 2 in WW1 period 1917 & 1918 for War Bonds, 
all have red ink ‘London/Paid/and Date’, all to same address in Surbiton (they could afford it!) 

£2 

205 GB  4 x Victoria Postal Stationery, 2 postcards to France (1d & 1½d) 2 x 2½d envelopes to Germany £3 



206 GB  1894 (27 Fe) PS ½d envelope London to Hong Kong, PMK circle ‘SW/27 2 94/PE’, lovely condition £2 

207 GB  1898 (De 15) PS ½d postcard uprated with ½d orange London to NJ, USA, lovely clean item £2 

208 GB  packet of 16 QV PS postcards & envelopes, London to inland addresses with variety of London post-
marks, also 2 letter fronts with 1d lilac stamps, in good condition 

£4 

209 Queen Alexandra  a lovely ‘Bas Relief Photo Card’ showing the beautiful queen in 3D with glitter crown 
and jewel highlights, a very thick card that is unused in VGC 

£2 

210 Offical Paid  1902 (17 Ju) Royal Mint envelope with Crown ‘Royal/Mint’ HS, PMK in red ‘London/
Official/Paid’ to Guernsey & 1928 Bank of England & ‘Paid 1½d’ in red to Lowestoft (writing on front) 

£2 

211 GB  1903 ‘Great Eastern Railway’ advertising postcard that shows the ‘Felix Hotel, Felixstowe’ send to 
Shepherds Bush, PMK red ‘London/Paid/½d/10 JY 03’ also printed timetable (card was priced at £18) 

£1 

212 GB  1911 (Au 11) KE7 postcard Thetford to Ipswich, PMK skeleton ‘Thetford/Camp’, picture is Castle 
Hill, Thetford, in lovely condition 

£1 

213 GB  pack of 11 picture postcards, KE7 & KG5 period, all with Suffolk postmarks - Tunstall, Wrentham, 
Oulton Broad, Walton (local) etc mostly good condition, some duplicates 

£2 

214 GB  pack of 18 KE7 & KG5 period covers & postcards (some postal stationery) all with various London 
postmarks of the period, also 1 cover front, mixed sizes & condition but with interesting postal marks 

£4 

215 GB  1912 (18 Oct) ½d KG5 ‘Tower of London’ picture postcard London to St. Olaves, Suffolk! Belton/ 
Gt. Yarmouth & unlisted ‘St. Olaves/Gt. Yarmouth’ rubber skeleton postmark, was priced at £35, VGC 

£4 

216 GB  1917 (27 No) picture postcard of ‘The Boat Pier HMS Ganges’ KG5 ½d postmarked Harwich, VGC £2 

217 GB  1920 (21 May) picture postcard to Felixstowe of ‘Lands End’ with an interesting ‘Land’ End’ in a 
triangle with chequer border HS, part of address blanked out, KG5 1d stamp, in VGC 

£1 

218 GB  1924 (28 No) Suffolk PH, picture postcard to Hindlesham posted with nice ‘Culford/ B St. E’ post-
mark, 2 x ½d KG5 stamps, in VGC 

£2 

219 GB  SC with 6 x KE8 ½d stamps on piece, cancelled wavy lines & triangle with 498D, 498, 162, CL/
MTP,U/MTP & C/MTP I’ve no idea! Maybe you know what its about? 

£2 

220 GB  1937 (26 June) airmail cover St. Johns Wood to Berlin franked 4d with ½d & 1d KE8, 2 x ½d KG5 & 
1½d coronation stamps, unusual mixed colourful franking, clean 

£2 

221 GB  1940 (6 May) cover postmarked London to ‘British Pavilion/New York World’s Fair’ with 2½d blue 
centenary of first postage stamp (100 year of Penny Black), sent to USA? Clean interesting item 

£1 

222 GB  1953 cover to Guernsey, cachet ‘Waterloo Air Terminal/London’ and a 6d + 1d ‘British Air Letter 
Service’, BEA special label, franked with 2½d QE2 coronation stamp cancelled in Guernsey, in VGC 

£2 

223 GB  Stockton PS, Parachute & Paquebot mail with a 1959 newspaper cutting that explains it all, with the 2 
mentioned interesting covers in VGC, limited to 500 covers, special green HS with parachute & date 

£2 

224 GB  card for 50th anniversary of ‘First Ariel Flight’, special Windsor slogan postmark dated 9th Sept 
1961 & BEA ‘Airway Letter Service’ 11d label with small helicopter cancel, in VGC 

£2 

225 GB  9th Dec 1966 cover with ‘East Anglia Philex/Ipswich Suffolk’ postmark, held at Crown & Anchor 
Hotel in Ipswich & addressed to the hotel, franked with 3d Xmas stamp, a nice item 

£2 

226 GB  Sudbury PS, 2 covers for the ‘Sudbury Mammoth Olde Tyme Rallye’ for 28th June 1969 & 30th June 
1979 with special postmarks, prepared by Sudbury PS, both pencil addressed 

£2 

227 GB  1971 ‘Strike Mail’, long cover with a ‘Colchester Post/1971/1/-’ stamp with the castle, HS received £2 

228 GB  QE2 x 20 covers with Postage Due stamps, small to large envelopes, many Suffolk postmarks  £4 

229 GB  Book - ‘Suffolk Coaching Days’, paperback 56 pages by L R Thompson, fascinating read, good con £2 

230 Reference  a large amount of cut outs from various philatelic magazines, some older and covers mostly 
GB subjects inc Suffolk PH, needs sorting but accurate reference is invaluable! Some in a file book. 

£2 

 ACCESSORIES - MOSTLY BUYER TO COLLECT  

233 Cover album  green ‘Pioneer’ single size with 30 black pockets (60 covers), good con £2 

234 Cover album  blue ‘Silver Arrow’ single size with 24 black pockets (48 covers), good con £2 

235 Cover album  blue ‘Silver Arrow’ single size with 25+ black pockets (50 covers), some wear £1 

236 Cover album  green ‘Mercury’ single size with 28+ black pockets (56 covers), good con £2 

237 Cover album  red WH Smith ‘Collectors Album’ double size with 10 white pages, pages a bit curled £1 

238 Cover album  red ‘Malvern’ double size in slip case with 20 black pages (80 covers) in VGC £4 

239 Cover album  blue double size with 9 white pages (36 covers), good con £2 

240 Cover album  blue ‘SG’ double size with 25 black pages inc some for take larger items, good con £2 

241 Postcard album  blue double size with 10 white pages, good con £2 

242 Postcard album  red ‘SG’ single size with 20 pages, good con  £2 

243 Postcard refills  WH Smith 4 packs of 5 double pages for ‘Collectors Album’, pockets 6 x 4 in, CCR4 £2 

244 Postcard refills  WH Smith 4 packs of 5 double pages for ‘Collectors Album’, pockets 15 x 10cm, CCR4 £2 

245 Postcard refills  WH Smith 2 packs of 5 double pages for ‘Collectors Album’, pockets 7 x 5 in, CCR11 £1 

246 Page Refills  black plastic file case with mixture of single/double size pages, for covers & postcards, 40+  £2 

247 Album Pages  for SG ‘Everest’ spring back album, 50 in unopened pack, 28 x 25cm £4 

248 Album Pages  for SG ‘Senator’ spring back album, 2 opened packs, unused, about 77 in total, 28 x 25cm £4 

249 Hagners  unopened single sided packs of 10 x 6 & 10 x 7 strips & opened double sided 6 x 6 strips, VGC £6 

250 Cover album  brown ‘Lucida’ ring binder with 8 black double sided 2 pocket pages, some ware but ok £1 

251 Corner Mounts  ‘Herma’ 3 boxes of 100 (37mm) that look unopened & another started box, retail £20+ £7 

252 Stockbook  blue ‘Davo’ 16 white page stockbook, looks new & never used £5 

253 Page Protectors  70 x ‘Frank Godden Ltd’ ‘British Library system’ protectors, 11¼ x 8¾ in, has small 
numbers in the corners but probably easily removed, quality & expensive to buy new! 

£6 

 END OF THE DEEKS DONATED LOTS - THANK YOU RAY & SHEILA  

254 Austria WW1  from an Austrian soldier, Russian postcard with a field gun & crew in Orudija, no stamp, 
postmark ‘Feb 1916 Feldpost 191’ & postcard with an Austrian ‘KUK Feldpost’ green 5h stamp in 1916  

£3 

255 Bohemia & Moravia  4 covers & 2 postcards posted internally from 1938 to 1942, a variety of different 
stamps in good condition 

£3 

256 Croatia  collection of 110+ stamps on a hagner issued in the 1941-1945 period, m/u, also 6 nice pictorial 
stamps by ‘government in exile’ in 1951, not listed by SG, a good start for a new country collection! 

£3 

257 Czechoslovakia  card 6 x 8in with a view of Prague Castle and ‘1918-1945’ & a block of 4 x 60h blue 
stamps, SG415 cancelled with a red ‘Praha’ CDS on 28th May 1945, in VGC 

£1 

258 Germany  hagner with blocks of mixed stamps, tete beche pairs & slogan panels - Germania, Hindenburg 
& Hitler, m/u, 13 multiples in VGC 

£5 

232 Glory Box  sturdy plastic box 12 x 9 x 2 inch with a good mix of covers (few QV) & some stamps £3 

231 Flowers on Stamps  many reference cut outs in a file book and a US specialist catalogue by D Patterson  £1 

259 Germany  2 x 1923 inflation letters - 19 Oct 23 local in Berlin with a red 2,000,000m surch stamp & 19 
Sept 23 letter to Switzerland with 2 x 30,000 & 2 x 75,000m surch stamps, both in good condition 

£4 

260 Germany  2 x letters to Russia - Dec 1940 with a 25pf Hindenburg stamp & a front with 5,10 & 12pf 
Hindenburg stamps, both headed ‘Russland’ with boxed Russian arrival marks, interesting items 

£3 



261 Germany  b & w postcard of ‘Unser Fuhrer’, on back 3g red Austria stamp cancelled by ‘Feldpost 413’ 
with eagle & swastika dated 28 5 38, not addressed, about 6 weeks after Anschluss with Austria, in VGC 

£2 

262 Germany  PS postcard with 6 + 4pf stamp, unused, shows Hitler with shovel and Autobahn, in VGC £1 

263 Germany  11 Sept 43 cover to France, postmark Frankfurt on blue 25pf Hitler stamp, resealed, VGC  £1 

264 
* 

Germany  10 Jan 46 cover to Berlin with 9 x local ‘Cottbus’ issues with Cottbus CDS’s, 1946 Michel cat 
nos 25-31 (opt set of 7), Mi no 34 (opt single) & 1945 Mi no 11 (not surch), unusual, lovely cover (scan) 

£10 

265 Liechtenstein  3 nice covers - 1932 COD to Basel, 1935 printed matter airmail to Switzerland & 1945 
local in Vaduz, in VGC 

£2 

266 St. Helena  collection in a blue ring binder on printed pages with hingeless mounts, inc KG6 set to 10s 
with a few shades, mm, 1948 Silver Wedding mm, QE2 1953 set to 10s vlmm + other sets, also an extra 
album page with 12 early QV inc overprints, a nice collection to expand, vendor says cat £500+ 

£75 

267 France  approx 40 x recent mini-sheets cut from covers on paper/cardboard, used £3 

268 France  album of commemorative issues, mostly used, between 2000-2005 £10 

269 Germany  Poland ‘General Gouvernment’, a complete collection on KaBe hingeless album pages, 9 used 
stamps with the other 156 mint 

£10 

270 GB  Machin album and printed pages on thick paper to 2010, in date of issue (no stamps) £8 

271 Italy  loads of mint stamps from 1962-1971 on hingeless album pages £10 

272 Memel  French Administration set of 17, SG25-41, mint but with SG38 used £2 

273 Netherlands  10 x late 19th century postal history & postcards also one Hungary item £1 

274 Norway  Schaubek album with hingeless pages 1855-1999, loads of used stamps from 1991 £12 

275 Plebiscite after WW1  KaBe album with hingeless pages for Allenstein, Marienwerder, Schleswig, Upper 
Silesia and Eupen & Malmedy (no stamps) 

£12 

276 Saar  Lidner album with hingeless pages for the years 1920-1959 (no stamps) £10 

277 GB  3 x presentation packs from 1979 - Year of Child, Rowland Hill & Police in good con £1 

278 Royal Wedding  1981 Jersey ‘Charles & Diana’ pair um & 1986 GB ‘Andrew & Sarah’ pres pack £1 

279 Kenya  1981 ‘Rare Animals’ set 4, SG212-5, mint in a sealed pack with a Giraffe postcard £1 

 THE FOLLOWING 53 LOTS HAVE BEEN KINDLY DONATED BY MEMBERS  

280 German East Africa  1989 postal history book by Proud, hard back, 223 pages, great reference, in VGC £4 

281 GB  ‘Great Britain - A history in stamps’ soft back, unusual mix of reference & album, QV to 2015, 
lovely gift for a young person, in VGC 

£1 

282 Ethiopia  2017 auction catalogue for ‘The Waizero Collection’, very well illustrated and great reference £4 

283 Hungary  1996 ‘Pioneer Period of Hungarian Airmail’ by VG Berecz, soft back, great reference in VGC £4 

284 Cape of Good Hope  1d on 1½d PS postcard, 1906 Mossel Bay to Vienna in VGC £2 

285 Algeria  1927 cover Oran to Berlin, 50c & 1f stamps, in good condition £1 

286 Algeria  1943 censored cover, sealed by examiner 2406, to the Red Cross in Geneva, 1 & 4f stamps, VGC  £2 

287 GB  2004 ‘Ocean Liners’ set of 6 on illustrated Queen Mary cover issued by Bletchley Park PO, special 
‘Cruise Control’ postmarks, certificate says no 137 of 1000 issued, nice cover 

£2 

288 Postcards  40 vintage cards of flowers/plants, some posted and many were priced at £1 each! £3 

289 Hungary  2 older approval books, m/u, inc postage dues, occupation opt’s etc + a few Slovakia, 100’s £2 

290 Bahamas  1942 much travelled cover chasing an RAF chap, 7 KG6 stamps = 1s1½d, on back ‘Received 
from HM Ships’ cachet, bit roughly opened but tells a good story! 

£3 

291 Isle of Man  ‘1985 Collection of IOM Stamps’, all stamps um, cover needs slight repair £1 

292 Mystery Sealed Box  box 8x6x2 inches, sent by ‘Court Philatelics’ owner say might be Br. Africa, go on 
risk it for a swisskit! (remember them) 

£3 

293 France  1965 issues on a SC, m/u, not checked by me £1 

294 Isle of Man  blue IOM cover album with 50 FDC from 1973 to 1982, album & covers in VGC £5 

295 Isle of Man blue IOM cover album with 50+ FDC from 1982 to 1990, album & covers in VGC £5 

296 Amaretti tin  a tall tin ‘full to the top’ with a world mixture of stamps £4 

297 Panettone tin  a round tin ‘full to the top’ with a world mixture of stamps £5 

298 Fox’s biscuit tin  a flat tin ‘full to the top’ with a world mixture of stamps £4 

299 M&S biscuit tin  flat tin ‘full to the top’ with a world mixture of stamps £4 

300 Prime  cardboard box ‘full to the top’ with a world mixture of stamps £3 

301 Mix on pages  12+ album & stock pages with Egypt, Luxembourg & Turkey, m/u, worth a look!   £1 

302 Album  green Devon peg album, no leaves, well used but still useful £1 

303 World  packet of mostly off paper, many 100’s, m/u, looks nothing much after 1970’s £1 

304 World  an old album with various stamps & gift packs with Xmas and Cyprus stamps, worth a look £1 

 FOLLING LOTS MOSTLY ON ALBUM PAGES, UM & IN HINGELESS MOUNTS  

305 Aitutaki  page with 1978 ‘OHMS’ opt’s, SG01-016, fu, a nice set £1 

306 Anguilla  2 pages, 1979, set of 6 opt’s SG345-50 & Rowland Hill set of 6 with MS, SG358-64, um cat £7 £1 

307 Antigua  2 pages 1978 def set 18 to $10 SG469B-86B & 1979 ‘Child’ set 4 + MS SG612-6, um cat £20+ £3 

308 Ascension  page 1978 ‘Volcano’ set 5 + MS SG236-41 & ‘Cook’ set of 4 SG242-5, um £1 

309 Australia  6 pages of 1978-9 issues in sets, 46 stamps + 3 MS, all um £3 

310 Botswana  page 1978 ‘Birds’ set of 17, SG411-27, um, cat £28 £4 

311 Br. Antarctic Terr  2 pages 1978-9, inc £1 SG58, ‘Penguin’ set 4 SG89-92 cat £20 & 4 Ross Dep, um £3 

312 Canada  2 pages 1978-9 issues, 23 stamps, 2 booklets & ‘Canada Day Flags’ MS944, um £3 

313 Cook Islands  3 pages 1978 ‘Cook’ set 3 + MS - SG584-87, ‘OHMS’ to 60c (used) SG016-026 & set 11 
‘surcharges’ SG602-12, um, cat £20 

£3 

314 Dominica  2 pages 1978 ‘Independence’ issues, set 5 SG626-30, overprints to 30c (12) SG632-43 & the 3 
later litho opts 10c, 40c & $10, these probably missing from most sets, all um, cat £16+ 

£3 

315 Falkland Is  page 1977-8 ‘Telecoms’ set 3 SG328-30, ‘Ships’ def set 15 to £3 SG331A-45A, um cat £25 £4 

316 Falkland Is  2 pages 1978-9 with 5 sets SG346-7 & from 351 - 366 + MS367 ‘Rowland Hill’, um cat £15 £3 

317 Ghana  3 pages 1978 ‘Referendum’ set 6 SG828-33 + MS834 (cat £27!) & 2 sets SG840-49 with MS, um £4 

318 GB  10 pages 1978-81 x 26 sets um, SG1063-1169 (police issue missing) & MS1058, MS1099, all um £4 

319 GB  presentation packs both with extra set stamps - 1982 ‘Theatre’ &  ‘Maritime’ SG 1183-1191, um £2 

320 GB  presentation packs both with extra set stamps - 1982 ‘Info Tech’ & ‘British Cars’ SG1196-1201, um £2 

321 GB  presentation packs both with extra set stamps - 1982 ‘Fish’ & ’Com Day’ SG1207-1214, um  £2 

322 Grenada Grenadines  page 1978 ‘Birds’ set of 7 SG294-300 & MS301, um cat £14 £3 

323 Grenada Grenadines  3 pages 1978 set 6 + MS ‘Flight’ & set 4 + MS ‘Cook’ & 1979 ‘Disney’ set 9, um £2 



THERE WILL NOW BE A  BREAK FOR 10 to 15 MINUTES 
 

TEA  AND COFFEE WILL BE SERVED  
    THIS WILL ALLOW TIME FOR THE AUCTION TEAM TO PREPARE THE BIDDERS INVOICES                                                                                                                              

WE WILL CALL YOU WHEN WE ARE READY  
THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING THE AUCTION 

324 Guernsey  4 pages 1978-79, 7 sets + 1979 ‘Coins’ set to 20p & 1979 ‘PO’ set 4 SG207-10 + MS211, um £2 

325 IOM  1979 ‘Tynwald’ strip with 3 blocks, 2018 ‘Manx Folk’ set 6 on FDC & 2021 ‘Year of Ox’ pres pk £2 

326 Ireland  3 pages 1978-79 x 9 sets SG419 to 437 & 446-48 um £1 

327 Jersey  3 pages 1978-79 x 9 sets SG183-194, 197-216 & 284-5 all um, cat £12 £2 

328 Asia  3 pages 1978 some 1978 issues from Hong Kong, India & Pakistan, about 9 sets all um £1 

329 Tonga  3 pages 1978 surcharge set 17 SG638-54, um cat £55 £5 

331 Tonga  2 pages 1978 ‘Fruit’ shapes 30 stamps, 3 ‘Postage’ stamps missing but all the ‘Official Post’, um £3 

332 Tonga  4 pages 1978 ‘Endangered Species’ set 13 inc the 3 ‘Official Airmail’, SG690-9 & 0184-6, um, 
cat £42 

£4 

333 Tonga  3 pages 1979 ‘Decade of Progress’ set 13 inc the 3 ‘Official Airmail’, SG700-09 & 0187-89 & 
‘Rowland Hill’ set of 12 (50s missing) inc the 3 ‘Official Airmail’, SG710-12, 714-19 & 0190-2, all um 

£3 

 END OF SALE  

330 Tonga  4 pages 1978 2 sets ‘Com Games’ & ‘Jubilee’ SG655-674 also with ‘Official Airmails’, um C£15 £3 

334 USA  packet with 375 different ‘Local’ precancels (applied locally) from many US states £10 

335 USA  packet with 500 different ‘Bureau’ precancels (applied at the time of printing) from many US states £12.50 

 TO HELP WITH POSTAGE I WILL CUT THE ALBUM PAGES TO FIT IN AN A5 ENVELOPE  

Lot 10 

Ex Lot 20 

Ex Lot 16 Ex Lots 84 & 85 

Lot 92 

Lot 264 

Scans - reduced and not to scale, I can email scans of some other lots - please ask me! 

Lot Ex 121 

Lot 179 

Lot 198 
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Please enter your maximum bid, all lots are listed at the reserve price. 
BIDS 

Enter bids by telephone - 01394 460901 (after mid-day please) 
By email - andy.soutar@btinternet.com 
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LEISTON & DISTRICT PHILATELIC SOCIETY 
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

 
I would like to join the Leiston and District Philatelic Society. 
 
I enclose my subscription of £5 (50p junior). 

(Please print) 

NAME            ………………………………………………... 
ADDRESS      ……………………………………………….. 
                        ……………………………………………….. 
                        ………………………...Postcode……………. 
TELEPHONE ………………………………………….. 
EMAIL           ………………………………………….. 

GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION 

"Under new legislation L&D P S require your consent, by signing 
this slip, to your personal contact data being held for a) membership 
registration, b) to facilitate circulation of stamp packets between  
fellow members. No data is to be or will be passed to any third party. 
 

Signature ………………………………………….. 

Date ……………... 

I wish to be added to the Society Stamp Packet Circuit   Yes/No 

Please return to: 
Andy Soutar 
Four Winds, Ufford Place, 
Lower Ufford, Nr Woodbridge, 
Suffolk. IP13 6DR. 
Email andy.soutar@btinternet.com 
Telephone 01394 460901 
 
Collecting interests (Optional) ……………………………... 


